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# PART 2: THE FAMILY IN POLITICS
If you skip this material, you might not understand later references to family, and might have to come
back. This material is detailed, tedious, and long so as not to fall into some common mistakes.
I use the family here to get across the idea of client poli cs. Family is one of the biggest issues in 2018 in
America. When one poli cal party res to hurt the other party badly, to call “bad to the core”, it says
the other party hurts families. Family relates closely to class and to social groups such as ethnic groups
and single parents. Maybe Republicans and Democrats care about families and would do what they
could if they knew what was best. They don’t know what is best so instead both Par es use family and
family values as propaganda to recruit, hold, and use clients. That prac ce harms families in the long
run even when it seems to help in the short run. I dislike seeing the family abused for poli cs and dislike
the twisted idea of a Conserva ve that is part of Republicans using the family for poli cs.
I do not discuss some issues such as divorce and abor on that would be useful here but take up too
much space. If you want prac ce thinking through patron and client rela ons in terms of family and
family values, those issues make good material.
# Synopsis.
I get at the family in poli cs by looking at a tudes toward nuclear families and alterna ve families. I
repeat the comments in this synopsis at the end of this Part.
Really (a) the fight over what are the only true family values, (b) the fight over which families are the
only true representa ves of the only true family values, (c) claims that our side has true families while
the other side has only ar ficial families and bad families, (d) accusa ons that the other side does not
have real family values, (e) accusa ons that the values, acts, families, and social groups, of the other
side, hurt the state, (f) use of the state to promote our values and our families, and (g) use of the state
to discredit their values and harm their families, are all (h) fights over how to get and hold clients so as
to get and hold power.
Republican clients tend to live in nuclear families while many families of Democra c clients live in what
are now called “alterna ve” families. The Par es use this diﬀerence in their fight for clients and power.
Republicans wish as clients the people who can aﬀord to live in TV‐like nuclear families such as secure
working class and middle class Whites, East Asians, South Asians, and some Hispanics. Republicans help
their clients through tax breaks, services such as police protec on, and support of schools. Republicans
help the families of their clients live close to the idealized nuclear family and then extol what they help
to create and what they support. Republicans hurt families that can’t aﬀord to live like idealized nuclear
families by labeling them as bad, through sales taxes that fall on them much harder, withholding support
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and services, and with the police and the courts. Republicans hurt rivals of their clients so rivals cannot
compete with Republican clients.
Democrats give a moral ra onale to people who o en cannot live in TV‐style nuclear families, and have
to live in alterna ve families, or who wish to live in alterna ve families, such as many Blacks, Hispanics,
and recent immigrants. Democrats say all those families are healthy adapta ons to economic hardship
and prejudice. Democrats support alterna ve families and the groups of which they are a part through
en tlements, grants, tax break, school funding, low‐cost legal advice, and etc. Democrats assure their
clients that Republican‐style nuclear families‐and‐people won’t get favored treatment, and Democra c
clients will be able to gain more wealth and status someday. Yet the Democra c stance wrongly calls all
people and families good, including especially alterna ve families. It does not iden fy bad people and
bad families. It does not recognize the force of persistent bad a tudes. It does not say how we can
channel limited resources to good people and good families. It does not say how we might correct bad
people and bad families. It is blind where, to do the most good, it should see. The Democra c stance
thus enables bad people and bad families. Because of its overly op mis c blindness, the Democra c
program likely does not do enough good to jus fy the direct and indirect costs. Bad people and bad
families give a bad name to the social groups in which many of them occur, such as ethnic groups and
single parents. The Democra c stance aids backlash against groups and aids prejudice. Enabling of bad
people, bad families, and group stereotypes adds punch to otherwise weak Republican claims against
poor people and some social groups.
Any family values that most Americans would like to know about have li le to do with the poli cal fight
even if the poli cal fight is carried out in terms of family values.
# Nuclear and AlternaƟve Families, and their Social Groups, in PoliƟcs.
‐At least since the 1950s, likely since the 1920s, Americans have returned to a religion of the family. The
family that Americans have in mind is not like most real human families in most mes and places. It is
not like the real families that have made up America during most of its history. See later parts of this
essay on history.
‐Real families are compared to an unreal idealized nuclear family. Republicans pretend they live up to
the ideal when they do not. Republicans claim Democrats and their clients do not live up to the ideal,
a ack the ideal, a ack all families, and so a ack family values. Democrats and their clients don’t know
how to protect themselves from this a ack because they don’t know what is going on with families in
general, their own families, or families in client (ethnic) groups. They won’t admit that many families in
among their clients are bad enough to spoil programs, and won’t admit they don’t know how to sort
good families from bad families so as to save programs. They can’t be too explicit about what is going
on because it would require admi ng failures and losing clients.
People who live in families other than the unreal ideal don’t know how to present their kinds of families
as healthy and reasonable when their families are, and they don’t know how to accept that their families
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are unhealthy and unreasonable when their families are that – and, yes, some mes their families are
unhealthy and unreasonable. They deny any families in their group have problems even when a blind
person could see they do. They deny that enough families in their group have enough problems so as to
spoil programs. They cannot, and will not, sort good families from bad families so as to save programs
and so help their group, programs, the Democra c Party, and the na on. Their patrons, Democra c
Liberals, enable all this unrealis c denial.
‐There is no standard American family because families in America varied in me and place in response
to circumstances, social class, and ethnic group. Even so, I go out on a limb to say the American family
un l 1920 was like this: at least three genera ons living in the same house or apartment, o en four
genera ons together, the dwelling was small, children got an educa on only through eighth grade, girls
got less, many younger children did not marry, especially girls did not marry because they could not get
a job with enough wages to support themselves and so oﬀer enough value to prospec ve husbands,
those girls stayed at home to take care of aged parents or stayed with a married sibling to take care of
nieces and nephews, parents were involved in their children’s marriages, there was li le da ng, people
started working in their teens, o en a young worker – in a factory or professional job – had to serve a
long appren ceship before he (almost always a boy) saved enough to marry, and yet families had six or
ten children, of which half died. I don’t explain how this pa ern changed in response to circumstances.
I like that it did change.
‐The idealized family is like “Leave it to Beaver” or “The Donna Reed Show” from old TV. I have nothing
against that family. I wish I had lived in that family. In many ways, it is best. I like that both parents
were good role models. I like that it is not rigidly authoritarian, old‐fashioned, or too permissive. The
man could be compassionate and the woman stern. It would be clearly a very good op on if all family
members got good jobs, they stayed in touch (didn’t move far away), and helped care for grandparents
and parents when those people got old. It is a good style for families when all school districts around
the families provide a good enough educa on.
If America had maintained the prosperity of the 1940s to 1970, then most families eventually would
have had a fair chance to live like that. We would not look down on families that did not live exactly like
the ideal, such as when an old grandparent stayed or when an unemployed sibling stayed. But America
did not have that much prosperity before 1950 and has not had that much prosperity since 1975. Most
families in American history have not been like this ideal. Even now, while America is s ll prosperous, if
most American families are similar to the ideal, it is not a large majority.
(To be exact: America s ll has a lot of material wealth, enough, but people must compete for family
security in such a way that they are not comfortable sharing, so the prosperity is not shared enough to
allow almost every family to live as it wishes. This change is not a horrible plot by anybody but results
from how world capitalism works and how poli cs works.)
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Yet this idealized family remains. Families that do not live up to this standard are suspect. If they don’t
live up to this ideal, their morals are bad. If they can’t live up because they are not wealthy enough,
then they are bad managers, bad providers, and their integrity and character, are suspect.
‐Alterna ve families are what we also call blended, mixed, single parent, mul ‐genera onal, woman
centered or woman focused, and non‐tradi onal. They include families where the heads of household
are a gay couple. If families with mul ple spouses were legal, as a man with many wives or a woman
with many husbands, or many men and women together, alterna ve families would include those. They
include siblings, usually sisters, living together with children. They include mul ple genera ons living
together; usually an older woman with her daughters and their children, the grandchildren of the older
woman; and some mes with her granddaughters and their children, the great grandchildren of the
older woman. Some mes the daughters or granddaughters live, play, and look for a man elsewhere
while the older resident woman cares for their children. Alterna ve families o en are focused around
women and do not have a standard male head of household as in the idealized families. O en the men
in them are marginally employed at best, some mes because they can’t get work, some mes because
they have given up trying, and some mes because they don’t really want regular jobs. Now, alterna ve
families include adult single children living at home, even well‐educated adult children, especially if the
adult children cannot find a job and‐or are handicapped. Nowadays, alterna ve families include adult
children staying on at home (“Mom’s basement”) because the adult children can find only a bad job.
Some mes alterna ve families include people and their children, usually women and their children, who
are friends of the gene c kin that form the core of the family. Not everybody in an alterna ve family
has to be closely gene cally related for members to see themselves as one kin and one family. Resident
friends are treated as siblings, nieces, and nephews.
“Alterna ve” is not a good term because it suggests something deviated away from an ideal. I explicitly
deny I mean that. But there is no be er simple term that most people recognize.
Some mes families of kin live close to each other, some mes in diﬀerent houses on the same block.
Usually the families are related through a mother and several sisters but some mes through parents
and several brothers. You see this pa ern in movies about Irish people and you can see it in the movie
“The Heat” with Sandra Bullock and Melissa McCarthy and the movie “Mys c River”. One sibling has the
parents live in his‐her home, a home that might have been inherited from the parents. All adult siblings
should give money to care for parents and some mes give eﬀort to direct care. All households share
child care and some mes share big batches of cooking. Family holidays and barbecues are expected.
O en each household sees itself as more like the “Leave it to Beaver” ideal than like an alterna ve
family, especially if alterna ve families are seen as low or as typical of s gma zed ethnic groups.
Some mes rich families follow a similar pa ern but with bigger buildings and more land. Some mes
Asian families in Asia and America follow a similar pa ern. I leave it to the reader to decide what
pa ern this kind of family falls in and if this family is typical of any classes or social groups.
A fair share of people with good jobs can live close enough to the idealized nuclear family so they claim
to live up to the ideal even when they don’t live up fully. They might have an elderly parent living with
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them or have an adult rela ve who is looking for a job. Mostly these people in near‐ideal families are
Whites, Asians, some Hispanics, some Blacks, and some successful immigrants such as from South Asia
and East Asia. See the TV shows “Fresh oﬀ the Boat” and “Blackish”. A varia on was in the TV show
“Fresh Prince of Bel‐Air”, in which the family did see itself as nuclear ideal. People can accept the family
in “Fresh Prince” as a varia on of the nuclear family, a varia on that does not change its essen al
character as a nuclear family and that s ll leaves the family good. But much more change than this
much, and people see the family as an alterna ve family and in danger of being bad. Even the parents
in Fresh Prince were worried that Will Smith would exert a bad influence on their children and would
hurt their social standing.
As with everything biological and social, the lines are fuzzy, but s ll it makes sense to divide between the
nuclear family versus alterna ve families, so I accept the division.
Since about 1980, people who see themselves as living close to the ideal family have tended to be in the
Republican Party and to loudly support the Republican version of “family values”. They use the idealized
unreal nuclear family as a weapon in their fight against their socio‐economic class rivals and social group
rivals. They s gma ze the alterna ve family and say it is part of life in other groups, the bad groups in
America. At the same me, Democrats and their clients claim the alterna ve family is good. That is why
I had to be so careful here.
‐Some people with good jobs, a lot of people with bad jobs, and most unemployed people, cannot live in
the idealized unreal nuclear family and so they live in alterna ve families or alone. These people include
poor Whites, former working class Whites that now have only bad jobs, a fair number of Hispanics, and
many Blacks. Economic problems alone might not force them to live in alterna ve families, other forces
can contribute such as the culture of their social group, but economic problems push that way. I do not
here untangle what causes what how much. These people tend to belong to the Democra c Party so as
to get benefits from the Party and to get ideological support for their families and lifestyles. They are
used as an ideological and poli cal tool against Republicans. They support their version of family values
but see family values as embodied more in love, commitment, and support than as embodied in who
does or does not live in the same house or live nearby.
People live in nuclear families or alterna ve families for many reasons, including personal preferences,
culture (a tudes) of their social group, a tudes that run in families, and outside forces such as from
jobs and the a tudes of other groups. For here, the two biggest forces to consider are (1) the a tudes
of the most important social group, such as an ethnic group, such as Blacks or Whites, and (2) outside
forces such as jobs and prejudice, but mostly jobs.
I comment on good and bad families below. Imagine an area with good and bad nuclear families and
good and bad alterna ve families. The people in nuclear families praise alterna ve families, even bad
alterna ve families. They do so because: (1) Members of the nuclear families grew up in a big family
which is now called an alterna ve family, that family was good for them, they have fond memories, and
not to support alterna ve families would be like insul ng ancestors. (2) They know they might have to
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live with kin or friends in case parents in the nuclear‐like family get sick or hurt. They might have to go
join whoever will have them. In that case, they will be living in an alterna ve family. They don’t want to
denigrate what they might have to live like, and they don’t want to denigrate the people that they might
need. (3) Their own kin and friends face hardship and might have to come live with them. The same
explana on applies. (4) The group as a whole accepts and values alterna ves families, o en for reasons
just given, and the members of nuclear families go along with their group, a normal response. (5) The
members of nuclear families tend to see good alterna ve families as really good, and tend to see even
bad alterna ve families as not really that bad. Their percep on is shaped by their poten al needs, and
their percep on then guides their assessment and their poli cs.
These reasons apply more to people in groups that are likely to face economic hardship such as Whites
who have lost their jobs, and many Blacks, Hispanics, and recent immigrants. They apply less to people
in groups in which nuclear‐like families are fairly secure as with people whose ancestors immigrated a
long me ago, and Whites, Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics with secure jobs with benefits. The people with
secure jobs tend to see the reasons above as excuses and tend to see as threats the people who are in
alterna ve families or who might move to an alterna ve family. It is easy to see that Democrats recruit
the people who value alterna ve families while Republicans recruit people who value nuclear‐like
families and who fear or disdain alterna ve families.
It is not clear how much people live in alterna ve families because they like that style or because they
are forced to live that way because of: divorce, death, imprisonment of a spouse, losing jobs, having
only poor jobs, spouse abuse, deser on, crime, violence, financial problems, financial problems due to
bad health and accident, and bad a tudes.
As a guess, most people in modern economies would choose to live in something closer to “Beaver”,
maybe with grandparents and siblings nearby, if they had a choice, rather than live in a big family with
many annoying people in a small house. Don’t take this preference to say which family is more natural
or be er.
Some mes single parents live as single parents because they prefer it. Some mes single parents live as
single parents because it is be er than living with the old spouse, and the single parent can’t get a new
spouse that is be er than living alone with the kids. O en single parents have a good a tude and do
manage to raise good kids with good a tudes.
Rather than wrangle over why people live in nuclear or alterna ve families and whether family lifestyle
naturally coincides with any par cular poli cal party, socio‐economic class, or ethnic group, I accept that
people live in both nuclear families and alterna ve families, and that the major causes are the a tudes
of their group and outside pressures, chiefly jobs but also outside prejudice. I note that some kinds of
families and poli cal par es are associated, and I use the informa on when useful without going too far
into the ma er.
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‐Individuals are good or bad. The lines are fuzzy, but it is important to decide some mes that Joe is bad
while Frank is good, so I accept this division. Similarly families can be good or bad. Families can be bad
because they have one bad member, a few bad members, because of a tudes typical of the group that
they belong to, styles that run along family lines, and they face outside forces such as bad jobs and
prejudice. As with individuals, the lines are fuzzy but I accept the division. Nuclear families can be good
or bad. Alterna ve families can be good and bad. It is important to accept that alterna ve families can
be good or bad, so I recommend pausing to think about this fact.
Alterna ve families are good when people help each other, especially to get a good educa on with real
content, learn good values, have a good character, get be er jobs, and overcome legal issues and health
issues. Alterna ve families are good when they don’t make problems for the neighbors or community,
and be er when they actually help. A lot of people, even with good jobs and big savings, are happy to
have grandparents live with them and are happy to take in a nephew or niece un l the young person
gets a be er job. A lot of grandparents are willing to take in the grandkids, hopefully only un l their
mother gets a solid job but longer if need be. Many parents are happy to take in a sister or brother and
his‐her spouse and children un l the brother or sister gets a solid job, hopefully not long, but for at least
a few months if need be. A lot of people grew up in big families and like having many kin around.
Some mes you can’t get the extra kin out of the house, and then rela ons turn strained, but then that
family is not necessarily good anymore.
When people in alterna ve families do succeed in a modern capitalist economy, they o en aim toward
budding oﬀ into small families of their own that are like the “Beaver” ideal. This choice does not mean
that the only natural and best family is the nuclear family. It does not mean that all other families are
varia ons away from the only natural and best nuclear family. It does not mean that other families are
bad devia ons away from the only natural and best nuclear family, and that other families can be seen
in terms of how deviant and how bad they are. The fact that o en people prefer nuclear families can be
used to understand why families tend to certain forms under certain condi ons. These facts could help
us to see which families are be er or worse if we had good criteria for be er or worse. Only if you have
studied human family and society under various condi ons could you make much of all this. In this
essay, I note that people do o en like nuclear families but I do not make much of the fact. We should
not use it alone to prove anything.
Alterna ve families are bad when they perpetuate bad a tudes such as: chronic lying, resor ng to a lie
to get out of any situa on, violence, alcohol abuse, drug abuse, stealing, crime, arguing in the family,
arguing with neighbors, promiscuity, teenage pregnancy, gangs, bad educa on, no apprecia on for good
educa on, no respect for law and the rule of law, no apprecia on for community, no understanding of
self‐government, no sense of general responsibility, no sense of other people as persons, no feeling for
general decency, and expec ng the state to do it for you as with welfare and with tending the quality of
local schools. The causal rela on works both ways. Bad families cause problems and problems cause
bad families. Problems, bad a tudes, bad families, bad areas, and bad schools, all cause each other.
Once mutual causa on gets going, it is hard to stop. A lot of people in alterna ve families have bad
a tudes, and their a tudes cause their bad lives to a big extent, more than external factors cause their
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bad a tude and bad lives. We can honestly say there are bad families, and bad families cause problems
for themselves and for others. We can honestly say there are bad families not caused by stress even if
stress makes badness worse. We can say this without the source being prejudice. You should pause to
accept this fact. It is easier for good families to go bad than for bad families to go good. Once families
go bad, for any reasons, they tend to stay bad.
The usual state programs, carried out to their usual limited extent, are not enough to change enough
bad families to good families in enough areas and in enough client groups. Pause to consider this fact. If
programs were carried out to a greater extent, if more help were given, programs would change a few
more bad families to good families but even then programs would not change all bad families to good
families and likely s ll would not change enough bad families to good families. I can guess what it would
take but there is no point guessing here. We wouldn’t do it anyway, whether Democrats or Republicans
had absolute power.
If all people in all bad families had good enough jobs, would that change enough bad families to good
families? Or would family character and group a tudes s ll enable too many bad families for too long?
I don’t know. Because enough people from bad families are not likely to get good jobs in the near
future, this ques on is theore cally interes ng but prac cally null. As a guess, if everybody had a good
enough job, s ll bad family style and bad group a tudes would con nue in bad families and bad groups
for many genera ons. It is hard to stop lying automa cally when you have done that all your life.
Eventually bad families and bad groups would have fewer bad members, and there would be fewer bad
families and bad groups, but the shi might take a hundred years. If all prejudice were to end (and thus
many people from s gma zed groups got good jobs), would that change enough bad families to good
families? Or would family character and group a tudes s ll enable too many bad families? By “end
prejudice” I mean not only of White men against everybody but of all groups against all other groups;
Blacks have to stop despising Whites and Hispanics, and vice versa, and women have to stop blaming
men. I give the same answer. So I con nue here as if all the forces will remain in play in the near future.
Likely, it is easier and less expensive to save a few good families out of bad groups, and to give up on
bad families and bad groups, than to get everybody in all groups a good job and‐or to end prejudice and
discrimina on enough. If you don’t want to give up on everybody then you will lose many people that
you could have saved otherwise, and I wish you luck.
The following features used to be considered automa c infallible signs of a bad family, especially a bad
alterna ve family, but the traits are ambiguous now: single parents for any reason other than death of
one spouse; divorce, especially if due to the wife; female head of household except when her husband
has died; mul ple spouses; mul ple children by mul ple spouses; a resident unmarried adult child
except an older daughter taking care of the parents; arrest for any crime; convic on for any crime; any
resident ever having been in jail; alcohol abuse; drug abuse; visits by the police; noise, especially late at
night; screaming fights in the yard of parking lot; hooliganism; noisy par es; not going to church or a
similar ins tu on; suspicion of stealing in the neighborhood; children get in trouble at school; unrelated
people staying in the house; slu y dress; extravagant dress; obvious living beyond the family means;
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ostenta on; too many cars parked around the house; cars parked on the yard; and cars parked so they
block neighbors.
The same family characteris c can be prac cal for the family in the short run but bad for the family in
the long run and bad for the community. Modern TV and movies about dysfunc onal families play with
this theme. A fun example is the brawling Irish families in movies before about 1960, before PC. The TV
shows “Animal Kingdom” and “Sons of Anarchy” show family togetherness makes for success in crime
but it also makes for bad people and a cancer on society. When a family contributes to the church but
only the church, this pa ern teaches both togetherness and exclusion, exclusion first of the family to
everyone else, then of the church to everyone else, then of the ethnic group to all other ethnic groups.
Eventually, to be good, the family and church have to get beyond that kind of exclusion. You have to
make up your mind about which traits that lead to apparent success for the family in the short run also
eventually lead to bad results for society and so are bad traits.
The same family can make both good and bad people. It can protect grandchildren from neglec ul and
abusive parents when grandchildren go to live with the grandmother and aunts. The grandmother tries
to teach the grandchildren responsibility, respect, hard work, and going to church. The same family also
raises girls who accept ge ng pregnant as teens and dropping out of school, accept having children by
many diﬀerent men, use their sexuality primarily as a way to a ract men, and expect to use their female
kin as safety valves. The same family teaches young men it is safe to prey on young women, and does
not teach what it means to be a modest responsible man. The same family can teach going to church
every Sunday but to hate all people of other ethnic groups and in other neighborhoods.
I cannot untangle all this here, so I simply rest with a division between good alterna ve families and bad
alterna ve families. I overlook the confusing middle. That is how the nearly ideal nuclear family and the
alterna ve family are used in poli cs: (1) Nuclear families are mostly good while alterna ve families are
mostly bad. (2) Our families are good whether nearly ideal nuclear or alterna ve while all their families
are bad whether they are nearly ideal nuclear or alterna ve.
‐Between nuclear families and alterna ve families, it is not clear if alterna ve families more likely make
bad people, bad families, bad a tudes, and bad groups. I really don’t know. In other wri ng, I would
say the issue is an empirical ques on: we have to look and see. Here the answer is not as important as
the stance that people take. Some people say alterna ve families are just as good as nuclear families
and do not make more bad people etc. while some people say alterna ve families are more likely to
make bad people, bad families, bad a tudes, and bad groups.
Suppose an alterna ve family is bad. It is not clear that bad alterna ve families more likely make more
bad people etc. than do nuclear families or good alterna ve families, but probably. Child abuse makes
child abusers, children of divorced parents are more likely to divorce, children of alcoholics more likely
abuse alcohol, children of violent parents are more likely to hit, and so on. There are more likely to be
bad people in bad alterna ve families. Bad alterna ve families tend to make bad alterna ve families for
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quite a while. If the family is superficially successful by being bad, then it makes more than one copy of
itself each genera on.
Here you need to be honest with yourself. Think of the “trash” families in your group, ethnic, social, or
anywise. Don’t many bad families come from alterna ve families or are oﬀshoots? Do you really think
they are alright? Don’t they cause trouble for many people, not just in the family but in the area? Don’t
they give your neighborhood and your group a bad name? If you could, wouldn’t you move out of an
area with many bad alterna ve families to an area with very few? If you cannot move from an area with
many bad alterna ve families, don’t you feel trapped, angry, and more likely to lash out yourself? Isn’t
ge ng out of the ghe o more about escaping bad families than escaping prejudice? Don’t you think
other people see this and are afraid? Don’t you think other people are like you?
When people see both good and bad in a family, especially an alterna ve family, they can’t aﬀord to be
subtle about the situa on, they have to decide “good” or “bad”, one way or the other, no middle, about
the whole family as one unit. Ra onally for their own safety and the safety of children, people seeing
mixed acts by an alterna ve family are more likely to say “bad”. Be er safe than sorry. Nearly all
Democrats who in theory want to think the best of people, in real life when it comes to the safety and
character of their own children, take this a tude without thinking twice. To avoid all the bad families
that people see around them is one reason why people wish to leave ghe os. Think how to keep the
good and get rid of the bad, and how to make public judgments work be er for everybody. It is hard.
So, fair or unfair, people in general are likely to think that alterna ve families are more o en bad than
nuclear families, and people are likely to think that bad alterna ve families are more likely to make
more bad people, bad families, bad a tudes, and bad groups than nuclear families. People come to this
conclusion whether they think alterna ve families are bad due to forces within the family such as bad
a tudes or due to external forces such as bad jobs and prejudice.
‐Alterna ve families tend to run in par cular social groups, such as ethnic groups, such as Blacks from
the Caribbean. For example, Caribbean Blacks tend to have female‐centered or female‐headed families.
It is not clear if running in a social‐or‐ethnic group is because the cultures of groups support alterna ve
families (Black culture favors women heads) or outside pressures such as job hardship and prejudice
lead to alterna ve families, or both. It is not clear if alterna ve families, once established, tend to run in
the group even when outside pressures are taken away, such as when children in a Black family get good
middle class or upper middle class jobs. Likely once a cultural disposi on (a tude) toward features of
alterna ve families gets going in a group it tends to con nue in the group although external pressures
are removed, such as female headed families, mul ple children by mul ple partners, teenage mothers,
and tolerance of divorce.
‐It is not clear if the alterna ve families that run in social groups, such as ethnic groups, are more likely
to be good or bad in some groups more than others. Just because alterna ve families run in an ethnic
group we should not assume that bad alterna ve families make up the whole group or good alterna ve
families make up the whole group. It is not clear if the alterna ve families in that group are good or bad
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due to a tudes typical of the group or because of outside pressure such as bad jobs and prejudice. If
a tudes are bad now, it is not clear if a tudes change when the family does be er economically. If
you think that alterna ve families are more likely bad than good, or that more alterna ve families than
nuclear families are bad than good, you imply bad families are more likely to run in social groups, such
as ethnic groups, that have a lot of alterna ve families.
Reminder: Not all families that look like the idealized nuclear family and should have a good a tude are
good families, as so much of women’s TV reminds us. Evil at the heart of even apparently good families
has been a staple of Western literature, especially melodrama, at least since Ibsen, and it is the mainstay
of most soap operas and detec ve stories. And, of course, not all families that try to look like the
idealized nuclear family are really a small nest of monsters. Some of them are decent people trying to
get by in a hard world.
Because culture is real, families diﬀer because of group a tudes, diﬀerences persist, and diﬀerences
ma er in the economy and in poli cs. Because culture and ethnicity are real, families diﬀer between
ethnic groups, diﬀerences persist, and ethnic groups and their families ma er in the economy and in
poli cs. We can deny culture (a tude) exist s, deny ethnic groups have dis nct cultures, deny culture
and ethnicity are relevant to family life, or deny culture‐ethnicity and family life are relevant to economy
and to poli cs, but we are foolish and shortsighted to do so. If you are serious about knowing the use of
the family in poli cs and the rela ons of family to the economy, then you have to pay some a en on to
culture and ethnicity. You have to pay a en on to misuse of these ideas by both sides.
‐If (a) alterna ve families more likely run in (a1) some social groups such as in (a2) some ethnic groups;
and (b1) alterna ve families are more likely to be bad than are idealized nuclear families, (b2) especially
the alterna ve families in an ethnic group are more likely to be bad when the ethnic group faces bad
straits such as bad jobs and prejudice; and, (c) once bad, however they got that way, alterna ve families
stay bad for quite a while; then (d1) ethnic groups with more alterna ve families are likely to have more
bad families, (d2) the families are likely to stay bad for quite a while; (d3) these bad families are likely to
cause other bad families; (d4) and so on. (e) There will be enough bad alterna ve families in the ethnic
group so bad families will typify the group as a whole. (f1) Other groups have to see the ethnic group as
a whole as made up of bad alterna ve families and (f2) have to act accordingly. (1) Ethnic groups with
more bad alterna ve families are (2) not likely to change to be er alterna ve families and to be be er
as an ethnic group. (A) The ethnic group as a whole will seem bad. (B) For their own security, other
groups have to react accordingly. (C) Then the people in the ethnic group will respond accordingly. (D)
And so on.
This argument is dangerous because it easily supports totally irra onal prejudice. It is also a common
chain of thought even when people can’t put it into words or are not allowed to say it. In contrast, blind
resistance to this argument, claiming alterna ve families are always good and groups with alterna ve
families are always good, leads to denying truth, irra onal reverse prejudice, bad reverse discrimina on,
and discredi ng the people who want to fight prejudice and want to fight realis cally for ethnic groups.
This argument and resistance to it both play parts in poli cs, o en bad parts.
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If this reasoning is true even a bit, we owe it both to any ethnic group accused and to the general public
to think out the links and to think what we can (should) do or not do. We owe it to the ethnic group and
everybody to keep prejudice, reverse prejudice, “us versus them”, and par san poli cs, out as much as
possible. If this argument is true even a bit, then leaders of any ethnic groups that have problems with
violence and crime have to own up to it and have to force their people to face it. I have not seen that. If
this argument is true or false even a bit, leaders outside the accused group have to make clear to their
fellows how true and how false, and have to suggest a good moral response, keeping in mind that all of
us are valuable human persons. I have not seen this either. Whites, Hispanics, Blacks, Asians, etc. all
have to be clear to themselves and to each other and I have not seen much of that.
What ra o of individual people in a social group or ethnic group have to be troublesome, and what ra o
of families in a social group or ethnic group have to be seen as bad families, so the group as a whole is
seen as bad: 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50%? Some groups, especially in some areas, qualify
easily. Here are some plausible guidelines. These guidelines will show how unfair the human system is,
especially to good people in bad families or in bad groups, and to good families among bad families or in
bad groups; but it is what we have to work with. If two people in a family, even in a big alterna ve
family, are bad, the whole family is judged bad. If more than 20%, usually less, of families in any group is
judged bad, the whole group is judged bad. You can see it takes only a minority of bad people and bad
families to make a whole group look bad.
Be honest. If you are in a Black family and your family was sent to live where all the families were good
White families, would you make it? Isn’t that what many Black families hope for, and see, when they
flee the ghe o? If you were in a Black family and your family was sent to live in a neighborhood with
30% White “trash” would you make it? If you were a White family in a neighborhood where all the
families were Black and good, I think you would be alright. If you were a White family where all the
families were Black and 30% were bad, you would not make it. This is not racism. This is human nature
and human social nature.
Families in good areas (groups) don’t want any families from bad areas (groups) coming to their good
area (groups) to bring the bad. Families in good areas (groups) can’t aﬀord to risk filtering good from
bad; it is easier and be er to avoid the whole other bad group and its bad families. This response is not
mere prejudice; this response is ra onal; but it can feed prejudice. The feeling arises between ethnic
groups such as between Blacks and Whites and between Blacks and Hispanics but it arises also within
ethnic groups as when Blacks from this good area don’t want Blacks from that bad area coming in or
when middle class suburban Whites don’t want bad exurban White trash coming in.
(See technical note in other wri ng about how sub‐groupings within a social group or ethnic group aﬀect
how people see good and bad individuals in the group, see families in the group, and how they see the
group as a whole.)
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‐Republicans use two facts to make misleading claims: (1) Many Republican clients live in families that
can claim to be close enough to the ideal nuclear family, and claim to be good. Republican clients tend
to have secure jobs with enough pay and benefits or to make enough in their business or professions.
(2) Many Democra c live in alterna ve families. So, many Democrats live in bad alterna ve families.
So, ethnic groups and social groups that are the Democra c clients are bad ethnic and social groups.
Republicans say nearly all Republican families are good families that follow family values well enough,
and produce good people and good ci zens.
Likely more families of Democra c clients are nuclear families than alterna ve families but Republicans
overlook this fact or they say nuclear families among Democra c clients are too far from the ideal. So,
Democra c nuclear families are not good nuclear families. O en enough, they are bad nuclear families.
Republicans con nue: Enough Democra c clients live in bad families, bad ethnic groups such as
Hispanic immigrants, and bad social groups such as a poor neighborhood. Whether Democra c families
are alterna ve families, as is o en the case, or nuclear families, enough Democra c families are bad
families. They make bad people, and the bad people make more bad families. Democra c families are
like the sleazy low class people with bad taste and bad manners on ethnic and White Trash so‐called
“reality” TV shows. Nearly all Democra c clients are immoral, deserve what they get, and don’t deserve
any help. Let them rot in their own depravity and kill each other oﬀ. Republicans say bad alterna ve
families are typical of some whole groups such as Blacks, “White trash”, and poor people. Bad a tudes
cause bad families, not economics or prejudice. Don’t allow excuses. Bad a tudes and bad families
don’t change when groups have be er economic success, protected by laws, favored by programs, and
find some job success. Bad families and ethnic groups do not understand family values and there is no
point trying to teach them. Even if the people in some alterna ve families have a good a tude, the fact
that they live in alterna ve families shows their failure, and their failure shows they can’t manage their
money and lives, so they must be low in mind and character. Although they seem good now, they are
likely to make bad families members, so, later on make bad families. Let them live in their own areas
and become the prey of bad alterna ve families.
Republicans con nue: In ethnic groups with many alterna ve families and thus many bad alterna ve
families, even many families that seem like nuclear families are not good families but are bad families.
They have been infected by bad alterna ve families. They branched oﬀ from bad alterna ve families,
and from bad nuclear families, and they retain the bad a tudes. They only seem like nuclear families
because they get state support and the support requires them to live like nuclear families. But they do
not share the good values that are at the core of good nuclear families. The make too many bad people;
and the bad people make bad alterna ve families and bad groups.
We Republicans judge the en re group by their bad families, bad alterna ve families and bad nuclear
families.
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When families switch to the Republican Party, it shows they intend to follow Republican family values,
be good families, make good ci zens, manage their money well, and make good people. They will kick
out or will control any members who do not live up to good Republican family values. They will distance
themselves from their old fellows in their socio‐economic class or social group who cannot measure up.
Black, White, and Hispanic families that wish to live correctly will keep away from families in their old
group that live badly. These be er families don’t usually need help but do need some protec on. They
need protec on especially from rivals for jobs and from their old fellow families in their socio‐economic
class and social group, who will be jealous and angry. We are happy to protect them, and we will help
them if needed. Such help is always cost eﬀec ve and good for America.
Of course, no Republican says much of this straight out. But people take Republicans this way.
Republicans gained a lot of working and middle class Whites and Asians with this stance, and gained
some Hispanics and Blacks too.
Democrats have their own version of selec ve facts and misleading claims. Democrats think, but do not
o en say, and do so with li le evidence: All Republican families, and all the families that have a higher‐
than‐average income, are really ro en at the core. They are like the families you see on TV crime shows
or in movies about divorce, like the rich family in “The Girl with the Dragon Ta oo”. The husband cheats
on the wife, the wife cheats on him, all the kids use hard drugs, at least one of the kids is a homosexual,
all the kids have been kicked out of schools, at least one is an alcoholic, at least one parent and one kid
is a pervert, it is worse if the wife is a pervert, the father beats the wife, and all the kids have been
arrested but were able to buy oﬀ the bust. Yet they all smile together for family photos, go to church
o en, and support family values. Despite their bad characters, all the kids will go to good schools and
get good high paying jobs or pursue a good profession such as lawyer or stock broker, or they will get a
good job in a factory or a big store. They are all spoiled brats even when grown up and even if they
came from a working background or middle class background. They are bad families, they make bad
people, and the bad people make more bad families. They get away with it because they have money
and connec ons and they know how to put up a good front. They know nothing of real family values.
Democrats con nue: Most Republicans are White. Most Republican bad families are White. A lot of
White people now are Republicans even if they are working people or middle class people, and even if
they were Democrats a genera on ago. Enough White people have bad families. We are correct to be
scared of White people because of their bad families and bad a tudes. White people are bad.
Democrats claim that all families, including nuclear families and alterna ve families, of all Democra c
clients, are good reasonable healthy adapta ons to economics and greater society.
Many Democra c clients want to live in alterna ve families because they like big families, not because
of bad a tudes or any weirdness. Many Democra c families live in alterna ve families because of bad
jobs, so they can pool their resources, share risks, and deal with prejudice, not because of bad a tudes
or weirdness. Many Democra c clients, even with good jobs, live in alterna ve families because they
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got used to it when their ancestors had to live in alterna ve families to deal with bad jobs and prejudice.
Nuclear families stay in close touch for the same reasons. Alterna ve families are the best that people
could do in their situa ons.
Among Democra c clients, all families and all alterna ve families promote healthy reasonable a tudes
and none promote bad a tudes. No alterna ve families are caught up in the bad cycle, or, at least, not
through their consent. None have bad a tudes. All are breaking out of the bad cycle. If there are any
issues, all the issues are caused by outside pressure and by outside pressure alone.
Nuclear families in Democra c client groups, even nuclear families that have budded from an alterna ve
family, even nuclear families that have budded from a bad alterna ve family, even nuclear families in
what Republicans call a bad ethnic or social group, are not bad. They do not live like nuclear families
mostly because welfare makes them live that way. They are good families who have set themselves up
to make in the best situa on they can find to make the best of things.
Even if a par cular ethnic group has a higher share of alterna ve families than White Republicans have,
no par cular ethnic group such as Blacks has a higher share of bad families or bad alterna ve families,
than any other group. “Alterna ve” does not mean “bad” and it does not mean “bad ethnic group” or
“bad group of single moms”.
The root problem is that prejudice, mostly by Whites but now also some mes by other ethnic groups
such as East Asians and South Asians, keeps Democra c clients from ge ng good jobs. All the families
of Democra c clients are vic ms. All the families would be fully decent, reasonable, and cul vate good
a tudes, if only Whites give them the help that they need and if we could end prejudice by Whites and
others.
Alterna ve families in all ethnic groups that are Democra c clients have family values in that family
members love and support each other, and are commi ed to the family. But outsiders refuse to see.
All help to all families, explicitly including all alterna ve families, of all Democra c clients, whether by a
state program or by a private agency, is a good investment that pays oﬀ in helping individuals, families,
social groups including ethnic groups, schools, and society. Investment in them is never wasted.
Democrats lost many people of all colors and classes with their stance, especially working class and
middle class people with good jobs, and especially Whites and Asians, even if Democrats did gain and
keep clients, and even if there is some truth to the stance.
Of course, Democrats don’t say much of this straight out, although they do say some of it such as that
there are no bad Democra c families and all investment in the families of Democra c clients pays oﬀ
handsomely. But people take it as above.
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Both Republicans and Democrats are overall wrong. Not all Republican and White nuclear families are
ro en at the core. Not all people in alterna ve families are inept, depraved, immoral, or weak. Some
are quite good, heroic, and struggle to raise good children in trying situa ons. We can learn from them.
If alterna ve families are more typical of some classes, social groups, or ethnic groups, we need to know
the facts and we need to know why. If bad alterna ve families are more typical of some classes, social
groups, or ethnic groups, we need to know the facts and we need to know why. If bad nuclear families
are more typical of some classes, social groups, or ethnic groups, we need to know the facts and we
need to know why.
Neither argument is completely wrong either. The only thing I point out is that there really are bad
families and bad alterna ve families, they are more common in some groups, and they tend to persist in
some groups regardless of good economic mes. To admit this is not to damn a whole group as bad
such as Blacks, Hispanics, or “White trash”. Unless we do admit this fact and take it into account, we
cannot see how other groups respond to groups with bad families and we can’t make it any be er.
As more people who are not clients of the Democra c Party have to live in alterna ve families due to
economic pressure, we might get a be er view of the interplay between economic pressure, a tude,
community, group culture, and outside prejudice. As more working and middle class White people are
forced to live with Mom and Dad for longer mes, we might get a be er idea of what causes what. The
recent opioid epidemic (2018) is a clue but it is not a defini ve sign that job hardship alone causes bad
a tudes and bad families. Don’t rely on economic problems among Whites to prove (a) all alterna ve
families among all other ethnic groups are due to poverty and prejudice alone, (b) all alterna ve families
with bad a tudes have bad a tudes due to poverty and prejudice alone, and (c) all alterna ve families
among all non‐White groups never had intrinsic bad a tudes – (d) they all started good and got turned
bad because of White prejudice and discrimina on. Job hardship among Whites and resul ng changes
does not necessarily prove the Democra c stance. Bad a tudes are bad a tudes, they cause bad acts
and bad people, and they linger across genera ons, in families, and in groups.
Americans are beginning to accept that some alterna ve families are healthy, adap ve, and responsible,
as in TV shows such as Modern Family, This is Us, and Reba. The Brady Bunch was really a big nuclear
nearly ideal family but the family had enough “alterna ve” in its background to open the door a crack.
Even people who make a point of family values and of extolling the unreal idealized nuclear family now
see that forces shape families and that some alterna ve families are good families. Even White Country
“Just Folks” know now that not all kids who s ll live with Dad and Mom on the old unprofitable 20 acres
do so because the kids are no good bums, bar sluts, failed criminals, or heroic rebels.
On the other hand, groups that have many alterna ve families, and that have may bad people and bad
families, especially many bad alterna ve families, s ll refuse to see. They refuse to see that bad families
make bad people and bad people make bad families. They refuse to accept that other groups are not
merely prejudiced or are irra onal in worrying about the bad families and the bad group and in keeping
away from the bad families and bad group. They refuse to see that not all their families and people have
to be bad, or even that most of their people and families have to be bad, for other groups reasonably to
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label their group as bad and to defend against their group. If your group has enough trash families, then
that is how it will be judged, and that is how it should be judged by other worried groups. I feel sorry for
the many hard working honest good people in the families and groups judged harshly. It is not fair that
a few bad apples spoil the barrel, not fair for the whole family to be judged by a few bad members and
not fair for the whole group to be judged by a few bad people and bad families, but that is the way it is,
and that is the way it has to be. That is what the good people in so‐called bad groups have to overcome,
even more than they have to overcome the prejudice of other groups.
‐It is s ll not clear if society as a whole need to do anything, especially through poli cs. If we do need to
act, it is not clear what we need to do, how much it will cost, what we will get, if we can aﬀord it, and if
it is worth the cost.
Neither Party wants to look at these issues with a cool head. Both Par es would rather support dogma
because dogma also supports their clients, hurts the clients of the other Party, and helps keep this Party
in power. You have to think about it for yourself.
# Broad and Narrow
The comments here apply to the sec on above and to the sec on below. While reading the sec on
below, at a specific marked point, please re‐read this sec on by searching +++++ Then return to the
material below by searching =====.
Democrats say Republicans are exclusive rather than inclusive, and the fact that Republicans use only a
narrow unrealis c idea of the family (nuclear) makes Republican exclusion vicious and bad. Republicans
will not see how a variety of families, in a variety of groups, are useful adapta ons to various situa ons,
and how all successful family types can carry good family values. Rather than seek to help good families
in their struggle against bad families, Republicans assert that only one type of family is successful, only
one type is valid, the ideal nuclear family, only it can carry good family values, all other families are bad
devia ons away from the ideal nuclear family, they are not really families, and as devia ons, they can
carry only bad values or inferior values. We should not worry about helping those families but instead
should help only families that are already on their way.
Democrats claim they are broad and inclusive. They accept the nuclear family and other family types as
valid, good responses to economic pressures and to prejudice, and as teaching good family values. The
Democra c view includes the Republican nuclear family as one family among many so the Democra c
view subsumes the Republican view in a bigger be er view.
Democrats say this contrast is typical of the diﬀerence between them and Republicans. In most issues,
Republicans want to narrow it down to one right point of view, their view, while Democrats want to look
at a variety of successful views to see how they work, what good values are held by successful groups,
and what good values might be used for success in other situa ons. Because Republicans are narrow
and exclusive, they can’t see a variety of responses to social issues but see only one: more business.
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Because Democrats are inclusive and cherish variety, they see a variety of approaches and principles,
and are able to choose the best response.
Democrats are not fully correct but are correct enough that Republicans are o en narrow and exclusive
while Democrats try to be broad and inclusive. Democrats are correct to see various family types not as
degenerate devia ons from an idealized nuclear family but as kinds in their own right, o en successful
adapta ons to the pressures of bad jobs and discrimina on. Democrats are correct to see that a variety
of families can carry good family values. It really does help to take families on their own terms first, in
their situa ons, to walk a mile in their shoes, before we decide whether they are good or bad, and carry
good values or bad values.
But then we do have to decide. We need principles to decide. Some principles we learn “in the field”
and some we learn as part of our basic moral, religious, and human training. When we do decide, we
have to accept that not all families are good successful adapta ons and carry good values. We have to
say what is good and bad, and why. We have to ed good and bad to economic and social situa ons.
Democrats will not do any of this.
So, the Democra c claim about being broad and diverse rings hollow. It has the same problem as weak
broad moral rela vism that won’t find fault with anybody or anything and the Democra c claim does
not have the strength of moderate moral rela vism that also rests in some strong principles. If every
family is successful, good, and carries good family values, then no family is bad, no family carries bad
values, none pose a threat, and, we have li le to learn. Families that promote teenage pregnancy and
welfare dependence are just as good as families that promote hard work, con nual be erment, and as
li le dependency as possible.
People can see the Democra c claim about no bad families is false, and so people disbelieve the whole
Democra c stance. People see the Democra c stance as res ng not on the desire to see other people
fairly, learn what we can, give credit where credit is due, and find the best solu ons, but as telling every
family they are good so Democrats can recruit as many clients, from as big a group, as they can. Every
child is a winner at all tasks no ma er how inept at some. We refuse to see some children are be er in
some things while others are be er at other things, and some children are losers at some things. Any
a empt to be broad and inclusive is only a ploy, and must lead to a moral and prac cal morass, and we
should not go that way. Instead, we should pick winners, s ck with them, and let losers fall by the way.
Democrats hurt good inclusivity and good broad‐mindedness by not saying some families are good, and
why, and some are bad, and why.
To do that Democrats would have to say what their deep values are, where those values came from, and
how those values apply in the modern world; and Democrats don’t want to do that. In not doing that,
Democrats open the door wide for Republicans. People are happy to walk through the Republican door
to get some moral and social clarity. That is a shame for both sides, and for the people.
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(This note will make sense only to social scien sts and philosophers: Both Democrats and Republicans
try to subs tute a social form (a family type) for moral‐and‐prac cal substance and for moral‐and‐
prac cal hard thinking, like saying all sports cars are good and all minivans are bad. Republicans use the
idealized nuclear family to indicate goodness while Democrats use the alterna ve family, of which their
version of the nuclear family is one type, to indicate goodness, and so avoid figuring out what goodness
is and how it does or does not show up in par cular cases. This way leads to many errors that I do not
describe here.)
# Family Values and American PoliƟcs.
This sec on is the third of three on the family in American poli cs.
‐According to Republicans, “family values” is the body of ideas that accepts the TV nuclear family, and all
its typical roles, as the ideal, promotes that ideal, and assumes that real families can approach that ideal
closely enough to make the struggle worthwhile. Family values come from God and the Chris an Bible,
even though similar family values are found in other cultures as in East Asia where Confucianism shaped
families and Southeast Asia where Buddhism shaped families. Family values denies the naturalness and
validity of alterna ve families, denies any validity for the roles of people in alterna ve families such as
to the matriarch or to gay spouses who are equal, and denies the validity of any values that people learn
as members in alterna ve families such as ge ng pregnant young and ge ng welfare. In family values
ideology, the family is the basis for the state, specifically, the nuclear family is the basis for the state. If
the nuclear family is healthy, the state is healthy; if the state is good, it helps the idealized nuclear family
and only that family. Any a ack on the idealized nuclear family is an a ack on the state and so is a kind
of treason (Confucianism says something similar). A ack on the state is also a ack on the family and so
on God. For example, while sex is a lot of fun some mes under the right condi ons, it should be done in
the context of the idealized nuclear family or as part of courtship, near marriage, courtship that must
lead to the idealized nuclear family. Any sex in other circumstances, or any sex not aimed at eventual
marriage to produce a nuclear family, is a viola on of the idealized nuclear family and so a viola on of
state and God. I do not go into the details of the tradi onal values and roles.
The idealized unreal nuclear family is NOT the family style found most o en in the Bible, and the Bible
does not label that family as the best. If anything, for its preferred and likely best family, the Bible gives
a family that is mul ‐genera on‐with‐many‐siblings‐their‐spouses‐and‐children‐s ll‐resident‐mixed‐and‐
blended. That is more like an alterna ve family than like the ideal nuclear family. Nuclear families are
too small to have lasted long in Biblical condi ons. In the Bible, God tells men and women that they
should commit to each other and become one flesh even over the demands of their natal families, their
parents. It is not clear that this command supports only Republican‐like family values. Some people in
the Bible did not follow the command that way. Biblical parents some mes required children to show
more allegiance to the parents than the spouse. If modern Republican parents tried this on their kids,
the parents would get clobbered. However, Biblical interpreta on is not really relevant because neither
Republicans nor Democrats really get valida on or denial from the Bible or any holy wri ng. Their ideas
have more to do with the poli cs of class and social group in our me and economy.
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‐According to Republicans, as part of misguided ideas about human freedom, Democrats promote ideas
and acts that hurt the idealized nuclear family and that are ul mately aimed to destroy the ideal nuclear
family, families in general, Chris an religion, a good democra c American state, and belief in God. Most
Democrats don’t know they are so bad, they are merely dupes of bad ideas and people, but their ideas
and acts have that eﬀect anyway.
Bad ideas include: every person can decide what is right and good all by him‐herself; what is right or
wrong for one person is not right or wrong for another; sex without commitment; sex can be enjoyed
outside of marriage and of courtship leading to marriage; gender roles are not rooted in biology but are
made up only by culture; people can take any gender role; alterna ve families are always just as good as
the ideal nuclear family; most alterna ve families are as good as the ideal nuclear family; mul ple
children by mul ple sex partners is alright; teenage pregnancy is alright; abor on is acceptable; drug
and alcohol use is acceptable; non‐stereotypical sex‐gender roles among children is acceptable such as
girly (gay) boys and boyish (lesbian) girls; gay marriage is acceptable; gay people adop ng children is
acceptable; lovable rogues are always be er than hard working good guys; bad boys are even be er;
“gangstas” are even be er than bad boys; bad girls are a lot of fun and never get in trouble; any trouble
is always worth it and you can always get out of trouble; decent guys and girls (young women) are
boring; naugh ness is fun and never really causes trouble; ge ng in trouble is part of growing up and it
is what forgiveness is for; it is alright to have children as a teen because your family will take of you all; it
is alright to have a baby with a man who will not support your or the baby and then go on welfare and
force the state act as the missing parent; and it is alright for a young man to knock‐up a girl, hun ng girls
is part of being a man, because the state will step in with welfare and take care of the girl and the kid as
well as you could.
God will punish the state that does not support the nuclear family and God will reward the state that
does promote the nuclear family. Rewards and punishments usually come in a good or bad economy,
prosperity or recession. Some mes reward and punishment is through success or failure in war, and
some mes domes cally as with success in science or hardship in drug epidemics and diseases. Most
Republicans don’t like to say out loud this part of the family values package but they know that this part
is central to many of their Republican fellows.
‐Some ways to promote families using the state: (1) The state has favored family types and disfavored
family types; usually favored and disfavored types are linked to par cular social groups such as the
middle class and par cular ethnic groups such as Blacks or Whites. When a Party can control the state,
the state rewards favored families. The Party hurts disfavored family types.
The state impacts families as described below. In the past, state ac ons tended to favor Republicans,
the Republican view of the nuclear family as the only valid family, and Republican clients. Beginning in
the 1920, slowly Democrats took over some of the means described below and promoted their view of
families, in par cular alterna ve families as all valid. Much of the fight about family values has been
about how state tools are used depending on which Party is in power. Rather than say “when this Party
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is in power it uses these tools this way and when that Party is in power it uses these tools that way”, I
mostly just describe the tools.
Way to use the state, con nued: (2) The state gives tax breaks and oﬀers programs such as welfare and
aid to dependent children. I do not describe the tax code or programs. The state tries to promote
business ac vi es that lead to jobs for family members. The state shapes state schools to train family
members for jobs that it deems appropriate to par cular kinds of families in par cular districts. The
state writes laws for programs such as welfare so members of favored families can more easily qualify
and can qualify for larger amounts. The state tends to make recipients live in situa ons that are like the
nuclear family such as when a single mother has to live on her own with her children rather than in a
house with her mother and her sisters. The state dislikes giving resources when the recipients would
share the resources with others in the household who do not qualify, as when one‐sister‐in‐a‐big‐
household gets welfare and shares it with her mother and sisters and their families. The state uses the
legal system to help favored families and groups and to punish s gma zed families and groups. The
state helps favored families by not arres ng or prosecu ng their members for minor crimes such as
drugs and the , and by giving members mild sentences if they are convicted. The state punishes
s gma zed families by arres ng and prosecu ng members, convic ng them at higher rates, and giving
them harsh sentences. The state carries out this policy with larger crimes as when non‐White people
are more likely, with similar evidence, to be convicted of a crime, and to receive a harsher sentence. A
White woman from the upper middle class gets a few months for embezzling millions of dollars while a
young Black man with only a grandmother for guidance gets two years for stealing food. Or, in the
Democra c version, all financiers involved in the housing collapse of 2007 go to hard prison me for the
rest of their lives while all drug users and mid‐level drug dealers get pardons. The state can harass or
not harass gay couples. In the past, the state did not allow gay couples to marry. The state can help or
hinder gay couples trying to adopt children. The state shapes military service so it benefits members of
favored families through training and pay, and does not hurt members by ge ng them killed.
It is hard to tell which version of “family values” a poli cian holds. Because there are so many points,
taxes, and programs, poli cians can mix and match depending on their audience.
(a) With en tlement programs such as welfare, more o en the state has favored alterna ve families
and favored ethnic groups that have many alterna ve families such as Blacks. Since the 1980s, poor
Whites have figured out how to use some en tlement programs in the same way such as Social Security
Disability (SSD). (b) The state has more o en used the military and the legal system to favor children
from White nuclear families and to harass members of alterna ve families among Blacks and Hispanics.
(c) The use of the military began to change a er Harry Truman forcibly integrated the military in the
early 1950s. (d) Since the 1990s, the military has tried to avoid siding with the clients of either Party and
has been a good model for equal treatment of ethnic groups and for helping all young people. Since
about 2010, the military has tried to deal with alterna ve gender roles as well as it can given the back
and forth shi ing of civilian policies and decisions.
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‐Democrats have their own version of family values. It roughly includes version two above as long as the
support is aimed at Democra c clients, but the Democra c version also: says all alterna ve families are
always as good as the ideal nuclear family; and says non‐tradi onal roles are as good. Democrats do not
condemn people for sex outside marriage but do condemn people for extra‐marital sex because it hurts
the family. Of course, Republicans say Democrats are not strong enough in their condemna on of extra‐
marital sex.
Democrats say true family values are love, commitment, and support among a group, including among
adults and children, and it does not ma er who is in the group of how they got together. It does not
ma er if love is between gays or straights, or a mixture. Not many decades ago, Republicans said that a
racially mixed family could not follow family values and was against God, but that Republican idea was
proven wrong, and the Democra c idea of love, commitment, and support was proven right. Further
support for the Democra c view is in the Chris an Bible and other religious books but support need not
be found there because it is in the human heart and in experience. Love, commitment, and support are
more important than tradi onal roles and more important than limi ng the family to only some people,
roles, and pa erns. The ideas that the Republicans throw in our face are, in fact, good ideas as long as
they are not abused, and all ideas can be abused. Personal freedom is good. Humans are never merely
biology. We have minds and we can choose. As long as we don’t hurt other people, let us have our
freedom. We don’t hurt families that are based on love, commitment, and support; and we will provide
sta s cs to prove that families have not been hurt by our ideas, especially families based on love,
commitment, and support have not been hurt but have been helped. We have provided the basis for
families to love and accept children who are LGBTQ, have drug problems, have gene c problems, and
are au s c, and that is more than Republican ideology can claim. Even abor on has not hurt families,
and we don’t recommend abor on, we tolerate it. A state that has these kinds of families based on
love, commitment, and support will be strong; if non‐nuclear and nuclear families act like this, the state
will be strong. A state that does not support these families, that does not help love, commitment, and
support, will be weak whether the families are nuclear families or other kinds. That result is automa c
and it does not depend on God intervening to carry it out.
Democrats don’t say where their values came from or give much of a ra onale for how their values hold
together other than to say things like “We have hearts”. Democrats don’t say for sure what will happen
in the state, or not happen, if the state supports their values or denies them, and Democrats don’t say
how the state will benefit or hurt. Democrats deny that God will reward or punish the state. Democrats
do hint disaster will come if the state does not support them and does support Republicans, and grace
will come if the state does support Democrats rather than Republicans. They don’t say what disasters or
graces are or how they come. Democrats do say that not implemen ng Democra c policies is a moral
failure but they never say why a moral failure is so important or why it leads to bad results. They do not
say why good moral ac on leads to good results not just for recipient families but for the whole na on.
This lack of a consistent view makes it hard to know how Democra c policies will be used and this lack
supports the view that Democrats really help clients rather than that the Democrats really wish to help
everybody equally. Few Democrats know much about the roots of their values in Liberal thinking. This
situa on does not mean Democrats are wrong and Republicans are right, morality is irrelevant, morality
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is not its own reward, or prac cal results do not follow morality; but this result does mean we need
be er thinking and be er explana on from both Par es.
(If Republicans don’t bring in God‐God’s‐morality‐and‐the‐state, they have the same problem explaining
their family values, but the issue never seems to come up with them and most of them don’t really want
to bring it up. If it did come up, I think they would do a be er job of oﬀering a consistent ra onale than
Democrats do but I doubt I would believe it much.)
‐Republicans counter: “Love, commitment, and support” are great values, we are behind them too. We
add taking responsibility and considera on for neighbors. You can find the origin of these ideals in the
Chris an Bible, and you can’t find their origin be er elsewhere. They are more likely to be found among
real nuclear families such as Republicans support than among the alterna ve families that Democrats
support. Democrats don’t promote nuclear families where love, commitment, and support really can be
found and helped but instead enable bad alterna ve families where love, commitment, support,
responsibility, and considera on are in short supply. Democra c support of bad alterna ve families
undermines nuclear families where the values are best found and taught. So we really promote love,
commitment, and support more than you do.
Republicans: Love, commitment, and support alone are not enough. They do not provide the content
that makes a family into a family. They can apply to any organiza on, even bad ones, including
communes, witches covens, terrorist cells, and the bad business firm in the movie “Wolf of Wall Street”.
Those groups are not families and not good, they are parodies of families, and they are bad. To make
love, commitment, and support apply to families, and to make families good, you have to add par cular
rela ons and roles. When you specify rela ons and roles, you will find they pre y much fall in line with
what we said all along, such as parent and child, leader and follower, disciplinarian and comforter, male
and female. Families headed by gay people, when they want to be families and to deal with the world
successfully, fall into these roles. Gay‐headed families do not fall into these roles merely due to cultural
iner a but because of the reali es of human life on this world. The roles work. All families want success
for their children, success includes the child having a family of his‐her own, and that likely means a
nuclear family. Maybe we have been a li le strict and old‐fashioned in our ideas of rela ons and roles
but you have to see that you can’t get too far away from what we have said without losing the idea of a
family. Only when alterna ve families promote love, commitment, and support within the framework
of tradi onal tried‐true‐and‐proven rela onships and roles do they succeed as families, that is, only
when they revert to old form and approximate the ideal good nuclear family. If they do not get close to
the tradi onal ideal, they might persist day by day but they do not succeed emo onally or financially.
They become bad alterna ve families. Think about all the TV shows that supposedly support non‐
tradi onal freedom such as Friends and How I Met Your Mother. The characters end up married and
living mostly as couples with children in their own places. Even womanizing Barney falls into fatherly
love with his daughter. Phoebe was desperate for a mate. That is how people really do wish to live, and
there are good reasons. We might as well have this ideal clearly in mind and might as well work for it
even if we cannot meet it perfectly.
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Mike: If Republicans were true Conserva ves, the paragraph above would show good Conserva ve
thought. Be sure that stereotypes of rela onships and roles don’t hurt love, commitment, and support.
That is a Republican mistake, one that Democrats point out. Then Democrats use their own ideologies
to hurt love, commitment, and support.
Republicans: It is fine to help kinds of individuals and par cular non‐family groups that need help such
as soldiers, farmers, homeless people, and factory workers who have lost their jobs. It is even fine when
some help goes to Democra c clients such as Blacks, Hispanics, and single mothers. But the best way to
give help is to help families first, in par cular to help good nuclear families. When nuclear families get in
trouble, we should help them before anybody else, for many reasons. If nuclear families are in trouble,
then no ma er how much help we give elsewhere, and no ma er how deserved, it will all falter. Only
a er nuclear families are on sure ground can we aﬀord to help others, and, even then, we likely will
want to help groups such as soldiers and disaster vic ms before we help alterna ve families, especially
we don’t want to enable bad alterna ve families. Most people live in families, so, if we help families,
especially nuclear families, we help other people and all groups too. Nearly all people want to live in
nuclear families, even the people in alterna ve families, so, if we help nuclear families first, we promote
the kind of family that nearly all people want to be like. If we shape aid so aid guides people toward
secure nuclear families, then we help people with what they really want. If we help families, all families
but in par cular nuclear families, we help not only them but we also invest in the future by helping their
children and grandchildren. We help the economy, and a sound economy gives us greater wealth by
which to help others such as soldiers. In a sound economy, people prefer to live in nuclear families.
Families are a group too, a group that needs help just as other groups need help, and families are the
group that can best use help. Not only do farm workers and Blacks need help but so do working class
and middle class families – of any color ‐ and most of them live in nuclear families and try to live close to
the ideal. We have only so much wealth. Republicans aim what help we can give at the group that will
do the best with our limited wealth and give the best return. Once we are sure nuclear families are on
solid ground, we can help some individuals who are le out such as homeless soldiers and kids on the
street. If you look at the record, we are at least as good at that as you are.
Democrats: Republicans don’t help working class families and most middle class families. They help
upper middle class and upper class families first, families that really don’t need much help, and then
Republicans claim the help they give to people who don’t need help somehow trickles down to working
and middle class families that do need help, all‐the‐while knowing help won’t trickle down. Republicans
get away with this strategy because they have convinced working class and middle class families that
those families can use tax breaks and similar gimmicks even while Republicans know they can’t. So, all
Republican talk of helping families first is blather. It is hard to pass legisla on that really helps working
class and middle class families first, so Democrats help the people and groups that laws actually can be
targeted toward such as homeless people and single mothers.
Democrats work so that non‐tradi onal families are not deprived of support from some tax breaks and
from state programs, and so ethnic groups with many alterna ve families are not deprived. Democrats
try to protect alterna ve families, some par cular social groups, and some par cular ethnic groups from
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state harassment through the legal system. Democrats try to make sure all people are treated equally
and well by the military.
‐Both Democrats and Republicans twist the values to serve their ends. Even when they say good things
about family values, as above, we have to catch our breath and put it in the right context. Here is not
the place to get into what are real family values in general, what are good values in par cular situa ons,
and how to interpret values for par cular situa ons without losing a base of deep principles. Likely the
best way to approach family values is through honesty, in par cular honesty from parents to their
children, not only about ideal values, but about failings of the parents, their family, and their social
group. You don’t have to make it sound like a sordid soap opera.
These days, maybe the best way to get an idea of good family values seems to be from good TV shows
about families and about young people, but you have to watch a lot of them, with both Le and Right
leanings, and you have to pay a en on to what really happens to the characters and to how old style
the characters really are even if they are gay. The characters don’t abuse drugs and they really do want
one spouse, usually heterosexual, good job, a few kids, and a nice house or nice apartment in a district
with good schools. They take responsibility. They don’t look down on gay people or gay couples. You
can watch advice shows on the religious channels but they don’t seem realis c enough to me.
If you want to protect your family, tell them the truth, and warn them against propaganda from both
sides. Tell your children how safe or dangerous marijuana is. Tell children the truth about premarital
and extramarital sex without expec ng them never to do it. Tell them the truth about alcohol, nico ne
and other drugs. Tell them the truth about kinds of families and what might lead people to live in one
kind of family rather than another. Tell them the truth about bad and good families, and how to handle
bad families. Tell them the truth about capitalism, good and bad. Tell them about economic classes and
how class interacts with race and gender. Tell them that social groups do have good or bad a tudes
that have li le to do with oppression or privilege. Tell them when the ideologies of a Church or poli cal
party are more fairy tale or propaganda than truth. To tell them the truth, you have to sort it out for
yourself first without relying on poli cal or religious propaganda.
# Schools
This sec on is not a full treatment of American schools. The material here does not rest on whether
alterna ve families are good or bad, and on the implica ons of alterna ve families for good and bad
ethnic groups. It focuses on how poli cal par es, families, schools, and race come together. See the
sec on on “Brown v. Board” in Part 4 on Republicans, and see “History 4” below for related remarks on
schools.
Before about 1970, American schools were not all equal but nearly all American schools taught enough
educa on, and enough character building, of enough quality, so most American children could expect to
get a decent enough job in those mes.
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In the 1960s and 1970s, these changes happened: (a) Blacks, Hispanics, and recent immigrants moved
into districts that had been White, Asian, secure working class, and‐or secure middle class, with mostly
good schools. (b) Students from Black and Hispanic districts, mostly with bad schools, were forcibly
bused into districts of Whites and Asians, with mostly good schools. (c) Students from White and Asian
districts, with mostly good schools, were forcibly bused to Black and Hispanic schools, to mostly bad
schools. (d) Parents in the districts into which Blacks and Hispanics had moved or had been bused, and
where schools got worse, White and Asian parents, took their children out of public schools and put
their children into private schools, o en at a distance from home. Private schools o en had a religious
aﬃlia on. The religious aﬃlia on allowed parents to say they were not fleeing any ethnic group but
really were seeking character building for their children. Religious schools made a point of accep ng
some non‐White students, partly because the schools really wished to have a diverse student body and
partly to show that the schools were not based on race but on religion. In fact, I think the schools were
based mostly on race but were willing to have a few non‐White students as long as the students learned
White a tudes (culture).
Since about 1970, American schools have divided roughly into two groups:
(1) A few good public schools, and many private schools, that give quality educa on and build character.
These schools are located where the parents have good jobs that are secure, jobs that give enough pay
and benefits, and the schools are located where the parents have secure businesses and professions.
O en they are in college towns or in secure comfortable areas of ci es. The families of students tend to
be like the idealized nuclear family except that both parents work, which, now, is acceptable. The ethnic
groups tend to be White, South Asian, and East Asian (collec vely “Asian”) with some successful people
from Hispanics and Blacks. The students likely go to college, get good jobs themselves, and pay taxes to
support similar schools for their own later children. So these schools are part of a cycle that supports
the families and the schools together.
(2) Bad public schools that tend to merely house students un l students leave. Some students can get a
start at a good educa on, if they are lucky and try hard. Most students merely sit un l they are let out
at the age of eighteen. Too many students leave not being able to read, write, or do simple arithme c.
Despite statewide tes ng, their diplomas are meaningless. Their diplomas undermine the credibility of
all schools and diplomas, even good schools. Bad schools are ed to poor people, working people with
bad jobs, single parents, many Blacks, many Hispanics, and many recent immigrants. These schools are
also linked to alterna ve families and to the social groups that support alterna ve families, bad families,
and bad alterna ve families. These schools are not usually linked to stable ideal‐like nuclear families.
These schools are associated with nuclear families that maintain es to alterna ve families. Financially
poor parents make for bad schools which make for bad students who only get bad jobs that contribute
only a li le to the tax base so that the schools stay bad, students get only bad jobs, and so on.
The following are points of conten on between Republicans and Democrats: the role of bad families,
especially bad alterna ve families, in bad schools; the role of ethnicity; the role of a tude; the ability of
money alone to break the cycle and improve schools; and where addi onal money should come from.
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At the risk of being hated, I (Mike) must be clear that the influx of students from bad districts usually
hurts good schools, families, and neighborhoods, into which they came. The schools go from good to
bad. School academic performance drops. Even adept hard working students with good character can’t
get a good enough educa on. Schools no longer serve as a good way to a skilled job or to college and
then a good job. All these increase: crime and delinquency; violence and threats of violence; violent
crime; bullying; rape; sexual in mida on; teenage pregnancy; single parenthood; alterna ve families;
bad alterna ve families; drug use; and gangs. Neighborhoods get dir er and louder.
Mike adds: The ac ons of Whites and Asians in sending their children to private schools, and moving
away, are reasonable, if sad. Their ac ons do not have to come primarily from prejudice and hate. I
think their ac ons do not come primarily from prejudice and hate. Of course, their ac ons can be part
of prejudice and hate. To figure out that issue, we have to look at prejudice and hate by Blacks and
Hispanics too, which I do not do here and which is dangerous to do in America now. When Blacks and
Hispanics have a secure suﬃcient income, they flee the ghe os to go to White and Asian areas for good
schools; people do not say their ac ons come mainly from prejudice and hate.
I try not to assign blame. I do have to say what I think is going on.
Many secure White and Asian parents had to pay twice: once to support bad public schools for Blacks
and Hispanics that White and Asian children did not a end and that harmed the areas of formerly good
schools; and again to support the private schools that their children did a end. Even if the Whites and
Asians did not live in the neighborhood, they s ll paid local taxes, and those taxes went to bad schools in
bad areas with bad families. Naturally, White, Asian, and parents with good jobs hated it. They blamed
Democrats, Blacks, Hispanics, recent immigrants, and the alterna ve families typical of all those groups,
the families and groups that made bad kids, bad schools, and more bad families.
Instead of running away to other neighborhoods and sending their children to private schools, White
and Asian parents could have dug in, cooperated with Blacks, Hispanics, and immigrants, and worked to
make all local schools stay good enough or even get be er. Of course, successful Black, Hispanic, and
immigrant families did not do that either. I do not explain much why this did not happen. Some of the
reasons: By the early 1970s, the race riots had convinced non‐Blacks that Blacks hated all non‐Blacks,
and that non‐Blacks were not safe anywhere around Blacks. Non‐Black children were not safe when
bussed to Black areas, and busing Blacks into non‐Black areas was like pu ng sharks into a goldfish
pond. In fact, non‐Black children bussed into Black areas did suﬀer considerable abuse. By the middle
1970s, Whites and Asians already had seen the failure of Democra c programs such as family support,
urban improvement, and school improvement. Three genera ons at least of dedicated teachers had
used their lives trying to reform city schools, and largely failed. These programs wasted much money
and showed few long‐term benefits. The rise of cocaine and crack changed the character of Black areas
and seemed to change the general character of Blacks. Drugs made most formerly‐nuclear families into
bad alterna ve families. Drugs made formerly good alterna ve families into bad alterna ve families.
This me was the rise of “gangsta” culture with seemingly wholehearted acceptance in Black areas, and
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a version in Hispanic areas. Welfare and other en tlement programs corrupted families so that formerly
good families became bad. Many seemingly nuclear families were really bad satellites of bad alterna ve
families. Whites and Asians felt that the families, character, general a tude, and specific a tude about
educa on, of Blacks and Hispanics, would not and could not change. Some mes families and a tudes
of recent immigrants did change. So: “Do not throw good money a er bad”. At first, sending children
to private schools and moving to more exclusive areas was not too much more expensive. Private
schools and flight seemed like the least‐cost most ra onal thing to do. Middle class and upper middle
class Blacks, Hispanics, and immigrants, did the same when they could.
In return, Blacks and Hispanics blamed the Whites and Asians that took their kids out of public school
and that moved out of the district, and then blamed ALL Whites and Asians for everything. Blacks and
Hispanics had sought be er schools. To get those, they needed the support of local parents and they
needed the tax revenue given by people with good jobs, good businesses, and good professions. When
White and Asians took their children out of public school, even though they s ll paid taxes for public
school and so s ll paid double, o en they did not pay directly to poor districts. So, in the view of the
parents who s ll lived in bad school districts, Blacks and Hispanics, their areas did not have enough
money to make good schools, and it was the fault of the people who would not support them – the
Whites and Asians. Poor parents got caught up again in a cycle in which parents with bad jobs make
poor schools which lead to only bad jobs which lead to poor parents, and so on.
Mike says: Money alone will not solve this problem. Since the rise of computers, the Internet, cable,
broadband, cell phones, and programmed learning, a good quality educa on can be had for a fairly low
price if parents, children, and the community, have the right a tude. Right a tude is a much bigger
factor now than cost. The right a tude has not developed. Un l the right a tude develops in many
bad schools, and it develops before outside investment, then White and Asian parents will not invest in
the schools of Blacks, Hispanics, and some recent immigrants. If the right a tude did develop in many
schools before any addi onal investment and independently of addi onal investment, then addi onal
investment likely would come in on top of that, although I cannot say for sure.
To en ce unhappy White and Asian parents into the Party, Republicans came up with schemes in which
parents would not have to pay twice yet s ll could keep their children out of bad schools dominated by
Blacks and Hispanics. I don’t go into all the schemes. Basically, parents get paid back for the tui on that
they have to spend at private schools, which payback should make up for what they had to pay in taxes
to support bad schools that their children did not a end. Some mes these pay‐backs are through what
is called “vouchers”. By allowing White and Asian parents to pay only once, Republicans further eroded
the financial base for public schools in local areas, thus seriously damaging public schools. Republicans
tried to channel state funds directly to religious schools, an ac on that might not be Cons tu onal. The
parents and their Republican patrons tried to set up some good schools within bad districts to which
good students could go. These schools use various names such as “magnet”, “pilot”, and “alterna ve”.
Republicans tried to make sure that programs which Democrats had set up to benefit poor kids in bad
schools also helped middle class kids in good schools, such as for athle cs, math, and science.
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Republicans are clear in their blame although they rarely say it straight out because of modern poli cal
correctness. Children cannot learn the correct a tude (values) in alterna ve families, especially not in
bad alterna ve families, especially not in bad alterna ve families typical of bad ethnic groups and bad
social groups. Children can learn the correct a tude only in nuclear‐like families with the correct roles.
Bad alterna ve families in bad (ethnic) groups make bad a tudes, and bad a tudes make bad families
and bad groups. Bad a tudes make bad students and bad schools. The bad schools and bad students
lead to more bad alterna ve families and more bad a tudes and more bad schools. Bad alterna ve
families don’t want to get involved in their kids’ character and educa on. They don’t want to read with
their kids and take me for educa on and character building although they take me to go to athle cs.
Bad alterna ve families want all “book learning” and “character building” to take place in the classroom,
and want people with good jobs, Whites and Asians, to pay to do in the classroom what they won’t do in
the family, community, and ethnic group. No ma er how much money is spent in the classroom, as long
as family, community, and ethnic group don’t change, the classroom won’t make the diﬀerence. As long
as the evil circle of bad families and bad a tudes prevails, then helping is hopeless. The evil circle can
break only from within the group.
Simply by recognizing that there is a problem and by recognizing that a big share of the problem lies
with families and groups, Republicans gained the allegiance of Whites and Asians who lived in secure
nuclear‐like families. The Republican program both helped White and Asian families and moderately
hurt Black and Hispanic families.
The Democrats, to hold their clients, Blacks and Hispanics, did this: They made sure people with good
jobs, businesses, and professions, who sent their children to private schools, paid double. Democrats
blocked pay‐back systems and blocked support for religious schools. Democrats tried to funnel money
into bad schools. Democrats tried to get schools supported not primarily at the local level but at the
state level or na onal level so financial support between schools is more equal. Democrats supported
athle c programs, which tend to be strong at academically bad schools. Democrats supported programs
that could be set up in bad schools such as in math, science, computers, art, and voca onal training.
Democrats tried to make sure bad districts got a big share of alterna ve schools and make sure Black,
Hispanic, and immigrant children a ended those schools. Democrats set up provisions so poor families
could send their children to good schools in other districts, so Black and Hispanic families could send
their children to White and Asian schools. Democrats tried to turn around the voucher system so Black
families could use the vouchers to send their children to good non‐Black schools. By trying to make sure
that White and Asian families pay twice, and that a good share of money goes to Blacks and Hispanics,
Democrats both hold back White and Asian families and give a big bonus to Black and Hispanic families
with the money that they get from White and Asian families.
Democrats and their clients say: Prejudice by aﬄuent secure families, by Whites and Asians, against
poor insecure families, Blacks and Hispanics, causes all problems and nothing else causes the problems.
Only a complete reversal of heart by Whites and Asians can cure any problems. Blacks and Hispanics
cannot cure the problems themselves on their own but need Whites and Asians to cure the problems for
them. Whites and Asians need to cure the problems by giving money to the local experts who know
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how to use the money best, the Black and Hispanic leaders. Any possible fault in Blacks and Hispanics
come en rely and only from prejudice by Whites and Asians. White and Asians have to pay for change.
Children in Republican White and Asian nuclear families learn only hidden selfishness and prejudice. In
contrast, children in alterna ve families learn all the good a tudes that they need and they learn only
good a tudes. They never learn any bad a tudes. Black and Hispanic families can do nothing to go
forward as long as Whites and Asians are prejudiced. All the Blacks and Hispanics can do is hold and
hope. Whites and Asians deliberately withhold good jobs from Blacks and Hispanics and deliberately
withhold funding for Black and Hispanics schools. If there are any bad alterna ve families and bad
schools, the lack of jobs causes them, and only that causes them – and prejudice causes the lack of jobs.
Whites and Asians deliberately misunderstand us and deliberately mislabel our alterna ve families as
bad, as causing bad a tude and bad behavior in schools. Any bad alterna ve families and any bad
a tude would go away instantly if Blacks and Hispanics had good jobs and had the money to invest in
good schools. If Whites and Asians gave their fare share and made sure all public schools were properly
funded, then all schools would be good. There would be no bad a tudes in schools, and the few
alterna ve families with bad a tudes would change right away. Blacks and Hispanics wish to add to
add programs for character building and modern skills in classrooms but the White and Asian people
with good jobs won’t pay for it and we can’t aﬀord it. If outsiders wish us to do extra things in the
classroom, then let them pay for classrooms to do that. To end prejudice, and to get equal funding,
would end all problems, but Whites and Asians won’t do that because they need to keep our families
down and our schools down.
By denying any problem lies with the families and a tudes of the groups around bad schools, Blacks and
Hispanics, by saying any problem lies en rely in lack of funding and in prejudice, and by laying ALL the
blame for lack of funding on selfish Whites and Asians with contrived nuclear families, Democrats gained
the allegiance of Blacks and Hispanics but alienated Whites and Asians. Democrats modestly helped
Blacks and Hispanics and modestly hurt Whites and Asians.
This system amounts to segregated schools. The segrega on is not enforced by law but rather by where
parents choose to live and have to live. It is enforced as much by Blacks choosing to live with Blacks, and
by Hispanics choosing to live with Hispanics, as by Whites and Asians choosing to live with Whites and
Asians. It is enforced by price diﬀerences between houses in good school districts versus housed in bad
schools districts.
Mike says: Schools cannot be de‐segregated un l all schools can guarantee that students with a good
a tude will get a decent educa on. When local schools are good enough, then the ethnicity of the
students there won’t ma er. Whites and Asians will send their children to schools with Blacks and
Hispanics as long as their children definitely can get a good educa on and will not be harassed. Whites
and Asians will accept Black and Hispanic students if those students come in already with good a tude,
do not cause trouble during adjustment, and do not inhibit the academic quality of the school. Not all
students do have a good a tude and so not all can get a good educa on. Not all schools can be made
fully equal. The private schools of upper middle class and upper class people will always be be er, but
that fact does not undermine what I say. With tools such as computers, nearly all schools could oﬀer a
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good enough educa on and could prove the results on na onal tests and in job performance. Money
makes a diﬀerence but the real issue is the a tudes of parents, families, neighborhoods, ethnic groups,
and social groups. Un l parents and families learn to see educa on in much the same way that middle
class White and Asian families see it, and so make every local school at least adequate, diﬀerences will
remain and the schools will be segregated.
Not much has changed. Schools are s ll divided into two camps. Bad schools are not be er. Formerly
good schools s ll get invaded by bad students and bad families. Secure White and Asian families sustain
enclaves in expensive neighborhoods and by sending their children to private schools. Where I live in
Alabama, the state system had to take over the systems in several local districts, where students are
overwhelmingly Black, most notably in Montgomery, because of wretched performance. Despite all the
schemes, it is unlikely these bad schools that were taken over will improve or will stay be er for long.
White and Asian parents s ll pay double and are angry about it. Republicans s ll say, with empirical
evidence on their side, that “Good families make good students and good schools; good families are
mostly nuclear, White, and Asian. Bad families make bad students and bad schools; bad families are
mostly alterna ve and Black.” Black families s ll blame Whites and Asians for not giving them enough
money and for the bad quality of families and schools.
Dividing into hos le groups, and having the poli cal par es exploit this situa on, has costs beyond the
obvious. (1) A tudes don’t change. (2) Bad understanding of educa on remains bad. (3) People with
bad jobs or no jobs remain dependant on secure people, and some ethnic groups remain dependant on
other ethnic groups. Nothing increases hos lity like feeling dependant or feeling that another group
wants you to pay for them. (4) The costs of housing and educa on in good school districts rose much
faster than infla on and faster than increases in salary. Secure people did end up paying more but not
to help their neighbors. (5) The increase in costs of housing and educa on in good districts drove up the
cost of housing in other districts. All housing costs went up. Now the children of secure people pay
more, and everybody pays more. (6) Alterna ve families stay alterna ve. (7) Bad alterna ve families
stay bad and make other families bad. (8) The idea that some ethnic groups have many bad alterna ve
families, and so are bad groups, gets reinforced. (9) In turn, the idea that some ethnic groups have only
bad families and are bad groups, makes secure people unwilling to help groups in bad school districts.
(10) Costs went up for everybody faster than earnings, not only the costs of educa on but also housing
and transporta on, at least. (11) Distor on in the housing and transporta on markets, and general
rising costs, led to other distorted markets, in par cular financial markets. That led to other problems
that are too far afield for here.
America would be be er oﬀ, and secure families in their neighborhoods would be be er oﬀ, if we could
make almost every local school good enough.
We can’t wait for the economy magically to make good jobs for everybody, including all the people who
now can’t read or write, and all the people who are not smart enough. We can’t wait for everybody to
have good jobs and thereby to live only in good families with good a tudes about school, and so who
make good schools. People have to act before then. Local people have to act even if other people don’t
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give money. Local people have to build good schools with local resources. Especially now with low‐cost
technology aids to educa on, we cannot look to money first to solve the problem of bad schools. We
should not look to money to make good families and good groups with good a tudes about educa on.
We should not look to classrooms to do work on a tude that can be done only by families. We should
not think that adding extra money to classrooms would alone do the job. We should not look to secure
families to pay more to try to make good schools in bad school districts without first seeing a big change
in local a tude and schools.
If a tude should change, and a tude resides in families, we have to consider the role that families play,
especially alterna ve families, bad families, bad alterna ve families and bad satellite pseudo‐nuclear
families. If they have to be changed to change a tude, but bad families cannot be changed, somebody
has to say so, and somebody has to “think outside the box”. It might be necessary to make schools that
exclude bad students quickly.
I don’t know how to make a tude shi . If a tude depends on family type, I don’t know how to make
sure enough alterna ve families are good families and that they have a good a tude about educa on. I
think those changes can come only from within groups at the hands of good families and good leaders.
# Conclusion for Family and PoliƟcs.
‐Please see small sec on above called “Broad and Narrow” by searching +++++. Then return here by
searching =====.
Really the following are all fights over how to get and hold clients so as to get and hold power: (a) the
fight over what are the only true family values, (b) the fight over which families are the only true
representa ves of the only true family values, (c) claims that our side has true families while the other
side has only ar ficial families and bad families, (d) accusa ons that the other side does not have real
family values, (e) and accusa ons that the values, acts, families, and social groups, of the other side,
hurt the state. The following are tools in fights and in ge ng and holding clients: (1) using the state to
promote our values and our families, and (2) using the state to discredit their values and harm their
families.
Republicans wish as clients the people who can aﬀord to live in TV‐like nuclear families, or seek to live
that way, such as secure working class and middle class Whites, East Asian, South Asians, and some
Hispanics. Republicans ease the life of their clients and Republicans create hardship against families that
can’t aﬀord to live that way so the other people will not compete with Republican clients. Republicans
stress how bad alterna ve families are. In contrast, Democrats give a moral ra onale to people who
o en cannot live in TV‐style nuclear families, and have to live in alterna ve families, or who wish to live
in alterna ve families, such as many Blacks, Hispanics, and recent immigrants. Democrats extol the
alterna ve family. This appeal works even though a par cular family lives close to the TV ideal right
now as long as that family knows many of its kin, and many fellows in its group, s ll do live in alterna ve
families, and this family knows that it might have to live as an alterna ve family if mes get tough. Black
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and Hispanic nuclear‐like families s ll support Democrats because they know they will have to move in
with kin if father loses his job, and know that other kin might move in with them any me. Democrats
assure their clients that Republican‐style nuclear families‐and‐people won’t get favored treatment, and
Democra c clients will be able to gain on Republican‐style nuclear families someday.
Much of what Republicans and Democrats say and do, do not in fact help families but hurt families and
hurt the state over the long run. Using taxes, tax breaks, programs, the legal system, and the military
can be poli cal fun in the short run but hur ul in the long run.
‐You have to decide: what is a family dis nct from other groupings; what is a good or bad family; why
do families live as nuclear families or alterna ve families; how do good or bad families get that way and
stay that way; how do we help good families without turning them bad and without enabling bad
families and groups; how do we help good nuclear families without turning them bad and without
enabling bad nuclear families and bad groups; how do we help good alterna ve families without turning
them bad or enabling bad alterna ve families and bad groups; what should be rela ons of good families
and the state; what the state should do, if anything, to help some families in trouble; which families the
state should help first and how much; whether we should help other groups, such as wounded soldiers,
even before we give all the help that families need; how much in resources should be reserved for
helping other groups a er we help families; and the “why” for all of it. You have to tell poli cians you
are red of arguments that use the family when the disputants don’t really care much about the family.
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